NEW: Department Profiles to appear on the editorial pages

At present, our editorial pages show the ranking tables together with our commentary (see first screenshot from our website).

The second screenshot shows how the new Department Profiles will be added to the editorial pages. This enables the user to see both what we say about firms and what the firms choose to say about themselves.

The third screenshot shows an editorial page where the firm has failed to provide a Department Profile.

The new editorial pages will be launched shortly. We hope that the departments concerned will find it easy to complete their own profiles. The process is simple:

1. Go to ‘My Account’ and in the left-hand column choose ‘Department’ under ‘Create/Edit Profiles’. Select the relevant guide.
2. Select the relevant department.
3. Select the relevant tab.
4. Now you can enter your text in all the boxes under the four tabs: Overview, Members, Industries & Clients, International.
5. You can go back and edit these boxes at any time.

Currently, only the Chambers commentary is shown below the ranking tables.

All the firms named in the ranking tables can now create their own Department Profiles to be shown alongside the Chambers commentary.

Here the firm ‘Somelaw LLP’ has not created a Department Profile.